ONLINE DIAGNOSTIC AND
SIGNPOSTING TOOLS
Intelligent self-service diagnostics

Try out our demonstration version of VirtualAdviser® visit:
staffordshire.virtual-adviser.com

Generate leads for your Growth Hub and provide
targeted business and skills diagnosis and
signposting 24-7. In 15 minutes or less businesses
and individuals will access a powerful diagnostic
and signposting report.

The challenge for Growth Hubs is how to deliver an excellent customer
experience with limited resources. One proven way of getting more
from less whilst still providing a powerful experience is to use our
Virtual Adviser ® and Skills Needs Analysis™ tools.
Both tools are customisable, generate leads for your Growth Hub and provide targeted business and
skills diagnosis and signposting 24-7. In 15 minutes or less businesses and individuals will access an
output report providing:
>> A quick and powerful diagnostic and signposting experience.
>> Automated advice on areas for development.
>> Details of relevant local support and events.
>> Signposting to targeted partners and online resources.
>> Personalised action plans tailored to the business or individual support needs.
>> Impact assessment of skills and business support interventions.
Try out our demonstration version of VirtualAdviser® visit: staffordshire.virtual-adviser.com
CASE STUDY:

Invest Northern Ireland
Invest Northern Ireland use both our Virtual Adviser ® and Skills
Needs analysis platforms to support businesses and individuals
right across Northern Ireland.
Virtual Adviser ® has so far helped over 1500 businesses to improve
across a range of management competency areas. The tool also
enables a range of financial results to be compared against other
enterprises in the same sector.
The Leadership and Management Skills Assessment is targeted
at raising leadership and management skill levels across all
industries. To date, over 1000 individuals have completed a personal
development plan.

Business get an in-depth
business improvement
report generated in less
than 15 minutes.

Invest Northern Ireland have called the tools Business Diagnostic
Report and Leadership and Management Skills Assessment. They
can be accessed by visiting http://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/
businessdiagnostic
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